






MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT – 

 RECYCLING AND SOURCE REDUCTION STUDY GROUP 

 

PRIORITIZATION OF DISCUSSION TOPICS 

October 28, 2010 

 

1. Expansion of recycling efforts in nonresidential markets. 

 

a. Evaluate the feasibility of a Statewide law to require businesses to report on their 

solid waste and recycling activities – look at Montgomery County, other states 

b. Determine how to educate and reach out to the nonresidential sector to 

encourage them to begin to recycle; how to capture their data 

c. Conduct outreach to haulers to ensure that they can capture the data 

d. Examine the county role in encouraging recycling by nonresidential markets 

e. Consider reducing reporting requirements for scrap tire licensees and newsprint 

publishers (see 3f below) 

f. Discuss difficult and volatile recycling markets and how Maryland may or may 

not be able to effect some change in the markets (see 3i) 

g. Look at multifamily recycling – look at Montgomery and Prince George’s 

requirements and how they are working to see if these efforts are feasible 

Statewide 

 

2. Long-term funding for solid waste and recycling management in Maryland. 

 

a. Review other states’ fees/laws 

b. Review Maryland’s current funding – what needs to be funded and costs 

c. Summarize potential County funding concerns 

d. Evaluate the feasibility of product stewardship legislation to increase removal of 

end of life products; product stewardship legislation may involve increased 

revenue 

e. Examine regional opportunities that could benefit local governments 

f. Look at increasing markets for recyclables in Maryland – indirect relationships 

g. Discuss the effects on solid waste and recycling haulers of local governments 

switching to single stream recycling – is this a best management practice? 

 

3. Feasibility of commodity-specific waste reduction/recycling targets 

 

a. Evaluate the feasibility of increasing mandated recycling rates for the counties 

and State agencies 

b. Evaluate MRA materials for continued inclusion in the calculation of the annual 

recycling and waste diversion rates and new materials for potential legislation 

through the MRA 

c. Develop GHG projections for recycling and waste diversion rates 



d. Analysis to determine the best outreach and education methods for teaching the 

public, industry, and government the importance and financial aspects of solid 

waste reduction and recycling 

e. Determine the most feasible and productive solid waste management and 

recycling methods for decreasing greenhouse gas emissions 

f. Consider reducing reporting burdens for scrap tire licensees and newsprint 

publishers (see 2e above) 

g. Establish a hierarchy of solid waste and recycling methods 

h. Consider innovative mechanisms for eliminating household hazardous wastes 

and recycling batteries (all types), fluorescent lights, mercury thermostats, 

mercury thermometers, pharmaceuticals, etc. 

i. Discuss difficult and volatile recycling markets and how Maryland may or may 

not be able to effect some change in the markets (see 2f) 

j. Discuss emerging issues related to plastics codes, beverage containers, food waste 

composting, etc. 
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MEETING SUMMARY 
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Members in Attendance:  Hedy Alavi/JHU, Valerie Androutsopoulos/Vangel Paper, Inc. , Terry 

Bennett/Allegany County DPW, Carol Bracaglia/Prince George’s County DPWT, Jacqueline Carerra/ 

Parks and People Foundation, Robin Davidov/NMWDA, Adrienne Ellis/The Artemis Group, Robert 

Ernst/Harford County Division of Environmental Affairs, Monte Kamp/Republic Services, Pam 

Kasemeyer/MDSWA, Barbara Krupiarz for David O’Leary/Sierra Club MD Chapter, Ken 

Lathroum/MES, Jim Marcinko for Mike Taylor/WMI, Chaz Miller/NSWMA, Don Pleasants/Ritchie 

Land Reclamation, LP, Charles Reighart/Baltimore County DPW, Bob Stumpff/City of College Park 

PWD, Horacio Tablada/MDE, Bill Teter/Calvert County Office of Recycling, Evelyn Tomlin/Howard 

County DPW, Ellen Valentino/MD/DE/DC Beverage Association, James Wood/MidShore Recycling 

Program. 

 

Members not in Attendance: Harvey Alter, Brad Heavner/Environment Maryland, Patricia 

Millner/USDA, David O’Leary, Sierra Club MD Chapter. 

 

Others in Attendance:  Delegate Doyle Niemann, Jane Springer/Maryland State Licensed Beverage 

Association, Brenda Platt/Institute for Local Self Reliance, Jeffrey Fretwell/MDE, Edward Dexter/ 

MDE, Hilary Miller/MDE. 

 

Horacio Tablada welcomed the members and others in attendance and Hilary Miller explained the 

meeting and MDE building logistics.  Attendees were advised that if they were interested in being 

included in the distribution list for the MDE newsletter to let Hilary know.  In addition, they were 

notified that the meetings would be posted on the MDE Calendar on the Department’s website at:  

http://www.mde.state.md.us/aboutmde/mdecalendar/Pages/Calendar.aspx .  Attendees were also 

requested to advise Hilary if they have problems with the new MDE website and she will request fixes. 

The ground rules for the meetings were distributed and summarized.  

 

Members introduced themselves and spoke briefly regarding their desires for the study and their 

participation in the group.  Topics of particular concern to the members included:  development of long-

term/sustainable funding for solid waste and recycling; no new mandates or unfunded mandates; 

commodity-specific targets will not be effective with single stream recycling collection; expansion of 

glass recycling; implementable and universally “fair” for all programs; expansion of product 

stewardship programs; solutions for hard to dispose materials; expanded regional opportunities for 

recycling; improving the efficiency of recycling programs; economics of various waste management 

methods; encouraging more business recycling; options for business recycling, including business to 

business recycling; and recyclables going out with exported trash. 

 

Horacio provided an overview of 2010 House Bill 982 entitled Solid Waste Management – Recycling 

and Source Reduction Study.  He advised that as a result of this bill, MDE will be studying emerging 

issues related to waste and recycling management in consultation with stakeholders and to determine 

how we can go beyond paper, plastic, and glass recycling and develop a sustainable plan for solid waste 

management into the future.  Horacio stated that the long-term funding of solid waste and recycling 

programs is important and that MDE’s solid waste and recycling programs are funded with State 



General Funds and some Scrap Tire Funds.  It is recognized that MDE provides technical assistance to 

the counties but it is the counties that actually do the collection, disposal, and recycling of solid waste in 

Maryland.  It is hoped that the study will determine the best way to raise money for these programs 

while driving behavior to reduce waste generation and increase recycling.  Horacio advised that there are 

two reports required by the bill:  an interim report due December 15, 2010 and the final report due 

December 15, 2011.  He said that he desires a balanced final report with pros and cons for all ideas so 

that Maryland can continue to move forward as a leader in solid waste and recycling.  Subsequent 

discussions included concerns regarding the capture of commercial sector recycling data and targeting 

the portions of the commercial sector that are not reporting their recycling activities, concern regarding 

double counting of recycling activities and whether the commercial sector is ahead of the residential 

sector in recycling, whether all businesses should recycle and report or just larger ones, determining 

what works well regarding recycling to avoid landfilling, and strengths and weaknesses of single-stream 

recycling. 

 

Hedy Alavi explained that he is involving the students in his Solid Waste Engineering and Management 

class in this study.  The class has 23 students and they are conducting research on some of the priority 

discussion topics through four teams.  He explained that the students will only have one month to do the 

research but that they are energetic and willing to work hard. 

 

After a break around 1:45 p.m., Hilary led a discussion regarding the prioritization of discussion topics 

for the study.  As the topics were briefly discussed, members volunteered to provide background 

information as follows as the topics are put on the agenda for discussion: 

 

1. Expansion of recycling efforts in nonresidential markets. 

 

a. Evaluate the feasibility of a Statewide law to require businesses to report on their solid waste 

and recycling activities – look at Montgomery County, other states – Robin Davidov; Carol 

Bracaglia – consider speaking to Joan Plisko about H2E 
b. Determine how to educate and reach out to the nonresidential sector to encourage them to 

begin to recycle; how to capture their data – No volunteers; all please contribute success 

stories if you have them 
c. Conduct outreach to haulers to ensure that they can capture the data – Don Pleasants; Jim 

Marcinko; Monte Kamp 
d. Examine the county role in encouraging recycling by nonresidential markets – Terry 

Bennett; Carol Bracaglia; James Wood; Bob Ernst; Charles Reighart; Bill Teter 
e. Consider reducing reporting requirements for scrap tire licensees and newsprint publishers 

(see 3f below) – no volunteers 

f. Discuss difficult and volatile recycling markets and how Maryland may or may not be able to 

effect some change in the markets (see 3i) – Adrienne Ellis; Chaz Miller 

g. Look at multifamily recycling – look at Montgomery and Prince George’s requirements and 

how they are working to see if these efforts are feasible Statewide – Carol Bracaglia; Bill 

Teter; Adrienne Ellis; Jim Marcinko; Charles Reighart 
 

2. Long-term funding for solid waste and recycling management in Maryland. 

 

a. Review other states’ fees/laws – Hedy Alavi; Terry Bennett; James Wood; Bill Teter; 

Ken Lathroum; Chaz Miller 
b. Review Maryland’s current funding – what needs to be funded and costs – Hilary Miller 

c. Summarize potential County funding concerns – no volunteers; all please provide input 



d. Evaluate the feasibility of product stewardship legislation to increase removal of end of life 

products; product stewardship legislation may involve increased revenue – Hilary Miller 

will provide overview 
e. Examine regional opportunities that could benefit local governments – James Wood 

f. Look at increasing markets for recyclables in Maryland – indirect relationships – no 

volunteers 
g. Discuss the effects on solid waste and recycling haulers of local governments switching to 

single stream recycling – is this a best management practice? Jim Marcinko, Valerie 

Androutsopoulis; Evelyn Tomlin; Bob Ernst; Monte Kamp 

h. Discuss PAYT as an option –Bob Ernst 
 

3. Feasibility of commodity-specific waste reduction/recycling targets 

 

a. Evaluate the feasibility of increasing mandated recycling rates for the counties and State 

agencies – no volunteers 

b. Evaluate MRA materials for continued inclusion in the calculation of the annual recycling 

and waste diversion rates and new materials for potential legislation through the MRA – no 

volunteers 
c. Develop GHG projections for recycling and waste diversion rates – Hilary Miller to send 

information 
d. Analysis to determine the best outreach and education methods for teaching the public, 

industry, and government the importance and financial aspects of solid waste reduction and 

recycling – Bob Ernst; Robin Davidov; Charles Reighart; Evelyn Tomlin 

e. Determine the most feasible and productive solid waste management and recycling methods 

for decreasing greenhouse gas emissions – Hilary Miller to send information 

f. Consider reducing reporting burdens for scrap tire licensees and newsprint publishers (see 2e 

above) – no volunteers 

g. Establish a hierarchy of solid waste and recycling methods – no volunteers 

h. Consider innovative mechanisms for eliminating household hazardous wastes and recycling 

batteries (all types), fluorescent lights, mercury thermostats, mercury thermometers, 

pharmaceuticals, etc. – Ken Lathroum; Evelyn Tomlin; Bob Ernst; Chaz Miller; Bill 

Teter; Hilary Miller to send federal pharmaceuticals proposal 
i. Discuss difficult and volatile recycling markets and how Maryland may or may not be able to 

effect some change in the markets (see 2f) – no volunteers 

j. Discuss emerging issues related to plastics codes, beverage containers, food waste 

composting, etc. and other recyclables including nonresidential electronics, plastic bags 

– Evelyn Tomlin; Bill Teter 

 

 Hilary advised that she will revise the members list and send it to those in attendance and will be 

maintaining an interested parties list.  She provided her phone number, as well.  The meeting was 

adjourned at 3:00 p.m.   

 

 The next meeting will be held on Thursday, November 18, 2010 at 1:30 p.m. at MDE Headquarters, 

1800 Washington Boulevard, Aqua and Terra Conference Rooms, Baltimore, MD 21230. 

 



MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STUDY GROUP 

MEETING SUMMARY 

NOVEMBER 18, 1:30 – 3:15 P.M. 

 
Members in Attendance:  Richard Abraham/JHU, Valerie Androutsopoulos/Vangel Paper, Inc., Terry 

Bennett/Allegany County DPW, Adrienne Ellis/The Artemis Group, Robert Ernst/Harford County 

Division of Environmental Affairs, Malcolm Granville/Republic Services, Pam Kasemeyer/MDSWA, 

Richard Keller/MES, Barbara Krupiarz for David O’Leary/Sierra Club MD Chapter, Jim Marcinko/WMI, 

Brian McCormick/Allegany County DPW Chaz Miller/NSWMA, Don Pleasants/Ritchie Land 

Reclamation, LP, Charles Reighart/Baltimore County DPW, Ashlea Smith/Alice Ferguson Foundation, 

Bob Stumpff/City of College Park PWD, Bill Teter/Calvert County Office of Recycling, Evelyn 

Tomlin/Howard County Bureau of Environmental Services; Ellen Valentino/MD/DE/DC Beverage 

Association. 

 

Members not in Attendance: Harvey Alter, Carol Bracaglia/Prince George’s County DPWT, Brad 

Heavner/Environment Maryland, Patricia Millner/USDA, David O’Leary, Sierra Club MD Chapter, 

Horacio Tablada/MDE James Wood/MidShore Recycling Program. 

 

Others in Attendance:  Heather Barthel/MDE, Edward Dexter/ MDE, Jeffrey Fretwell/MDE, Ken 

Lathroum/MES, Delegate Doyle Niemann, Abigail Pascual/MDE, Brenda Platt/Institute for Local Self 

Reliance, Hilary Miller/MDE. 

 

 Hilary Miller welcomed the members and others in attendance and introductions were made around the 

room.  She briefly described President Obama’s Proclamation on November 15, 2010 regarding recycling, 

particularly encouraging electronics recycling.  The Proclamation states that an interagency task force has 

been established in the federal government to prepare a national strategy for responsible electronics 

stewardship, including ensuring that electronics containing hazardous materials are not exported to 

developing nations.  http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2010/11/15/presidential-proclamation-

america-recycles-day 

 

 Richard Abraham, Solid Waste and Recycling Specialist for Johns Hopkins University gave an overview 

of the JHU recycling program.  He explained that JHU is looking toward sustainability with a goal to 

reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 50 percent by 2025.  Mr. Abraham stated that 2 percent 

growth will equal a 25 percent increase in GHG emissions at the school.  Some of the GHG savings 

activities occurring at JHU and associated campuses and buildings include: converting T12 to T8 

fluorescent lights and reducing the number of incandescent lights; using solar panels in buildings; using 

reflective film on sunny buildings; increasing the use of recycled paper to 90 percent (the university used 

55 percent recycled paper in 2009); increasing recycling of mixed paper, cardboard, and fluorescents and 

composting food more.  Mr. Abraham advised that cardboard is the most profitable recyclable and that the 

campus has a drop off point for recyclables that is open to all citizens.  The campus is encouraging food 

waste composting and that the cafes are doing well with this project.  The food waste is collected for 

Waste Neutral in Woodbine to compost.  CDM does the eCycling for JHU and picks up the material for 

free.  JHU has a “Green Book” that includes suggested green products.  It was also stated that household 

medical waste is a problem at JHU because these materials are not specifically collected.  However, he 

stated that the dorms have containers that are serviced separately and shipped offsite.  This lead to a brief 

discussion of the recent DEA National Pharmaceuticals Takeback Program and household hazardous 

waste collection days supporting some pharmaceuticals collections, as well as the need to have law 

enforcement officers oversee these activities.  Mr. Abraham stated that parts of JHU are decentralized and 

are under other management and that he has no authority over those parts related to solid waste 

management and recycling activities. 



  

 Delegate Doyle Niemann requested that MDE provide an eCycling summary for the group with particular 

emphasis on takeback programs and what information is available on the MDE website.  Hilary stated that 

she would provide an update for the group in the near future.  Members advised that the counties have 

strong eCycling programs, many with permanent electronics collection facilities, and that eCycling 

programs are expensive to run.  Some members wanted to increase promotion of manufacturers’ and 

retailers’ electronics takeback programs.  It was also mentioned that some states, including California and 

Massachusetts imposed electronics disposal bans without alternatives in place. 

 

 The first priority issue for discussion under “Expansion of Recycling Efforts in Nonresidential Markets” 

relates to the feasibility of a Statewide law to require businesses to report on their solid waste and 

recycling activities.  This issue was combined with the last issue in this category related to the feasibility 

of requiring multifamily recycling Statewide.  Hilary provided a brief overview of the Prince George’s 

and Montgomery Counties’ laws regarding multifamily dwelling recycling.  The Prince George’s County 

law requires owners and licensees of all multifamily rental facilities to provide an opportunity for their 

tenants to voluntarily recycle designated recyclable materials.  Each licensee and owner of multifamily 

rental facilities with 100 units or more must submit a plan for approval for the separation and collection of 

designated recyclable materials and must submit semiannual reports regarding the amount of designated 

recyclables collected.  The Montgomery County law requires all single family residences, including 

dwellings with 6 or fewer dwelling units that have County recycling service provided to recycle.  It also 

requires multifamily residential buildings with 7 or more dwelling units to recycle mixed paper, 

commingled materials, yard trim, Christmas trees, and scrap metal.  Multifamily entities with 101 or more 

units must submit a waste reduction and recycling plan demonstrating how the entity will recycle or 

reduce its solid waste going to disposal, with a goal of at least 50 percent annually, by volume or weight, 

for each facility.  An annual report of these activities must be submitted.  Businesses must recycle the 

same materials.  Businesses with 250 or more employees and those with 100-249 employees must prepare 

a waste reduction and recycling plan with a goal of reducing solid waste for disposal by at least 50 percent 

annually.  Small businesses (fewer than 100 employees) must prepare a similar plan and provide it to the 

Department of Public Works and Transportation within 60 days of a written request.  Businesses that 

contract for recycling collection service must use a County-licensed collection company. 

 

 There was general discussion regarding recycling in multifamily dwellings that suggested that in Prince 

George’s County, there may only be a cursory recycling effort by the owners of these facilities.  

Collection industry representatives mentioned a high rate of contamination in collection containers at 

these locations and a low volume of recyclables collected.  Others mentioned that there needs to be more 

waste reduction and recycling education in multifamily dwellings and that there are no social pressures to 

recycle in these locations, as there is in single family residential areas.  It was stated that condominiums 

seem to do better with recycling because there are monthly meetings of the owners and condominium fees 

to support recycling and that wealthier neighborhoods usually have higher participation rates.  The issue 

of mandatory versus voluntary reporting of business recycling activities was discussed.  Some county 

members stated that without a mandatory reporting requirement, the Counties will be unable to compel 

businesses to report their recycling activities.  Some industry members stated that requiring recycling 

reporting would be a burden and would take time away from their core businesses.  They also mentioned 

that they do not necessarily get information about recyclables that leave the State.  Other members 

expressed concerns about the inability to get accurate information from businesses or to prevent double 

counting of materials.  It was clarified that there are two categories of businesses that information would 

be needed from:  recycling processors and businesses that generate waste and recyclables.  It was stated 

that Allegany County is looking into proposing publicizing company’s recycling rates to help inform 

citizens and incentivize reporting and increased recycling. 

 



 The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 p.m.  The next meeting will be held on Thursday, December 9, 2010 

at 1:30 p.m. at MDE Headquarters, 1800 Washington Boulevard, Aeris and Aqua Conference Rooms, 

Baltimore, MD 21230. 



MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT 

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STUDY GROUP 

MEETING SUMMARY 

DECEMBER 9, 2010  1:30 – 3:30 P.M. 

 
Members in Attendance:  Harvey Alter, Valerie Androutsopoulos/Vangel Paper, Inc., Terry 

Bennett/Allegany County DPW, Robin Davidov/NMWDA, Adrienne Ellis/The Artemis Group, Mike 

Ensor/Ritchie Land Reclamation, Robert Ernst/Harford County Division of Environmental Affairs, 

Malcolm Granville/Republic Services, Pam Kasemeyer/MDSWA, Richard Keller/MES, Chaz 

Miller/NSWMA, Charles Reighart/Baltimore County DPW, Bill Teter/Calvert County Office of 

Recycling, Evelyn Tomlin/Howard County Bureau of Environmental Services; James Wood/MidShore 

Recycling Program. 

 

Members not in Attendance: Hedy, Alavi/JHU, Carol Bracaglia/Prince George’s County DPWT, 

Jacqueline Carrera/Parks and People Foundation, Laura Chamberlin/Ashlea Smith/Alice Ferguson 

Foundation, Brad Heavner/Environment Maryland, Jim Marcinko/WM Recycle America, Patricia 

Millner/USDA, David O’Leary, Sierra Club MD Chapter, Bob Stumpff/College Park DPW, Horacio 

Tablada/MDE, Ellen Valentino/MD/DE/DC Beverage Association. 

 

Others in Attendance:  Edward Dexter/ MDE, Molly Finn/JHU Student, Jeffrey Fretwell/MDE, Steve 

Hamlett/DGS, Delegate Doyle Niemann, Abigail Pascual/MDE, Paul Tharp/ISRI, Kathryn Wilson/DGS, 

Hilary Miller/MDE. 

 

 Hilary Miller welcomed the members and others in attendance and introductions were made around the 

room.  She advised that the next meeting will be January 10
th
 before the legislative session begins and that 

the next meeting after that would be in late April or early May after the session.  Members advised that 

Thursday afternoons are a good time for these meetings.  Delegate Doyle Niemann requested that the 

Department send bills of interest to the Study Group members. 

 

Molly Finn, Representative for the JHU Solid Waste Engineering and Management Class, provided an 

overview of the class’ Research Report for the Maryland Department of Environment:  Recycling in Non-

Residential Markets, Commodity-Specific Targets, and Long-Term Funding.  She explained that the class 

researched the best ways to educate and reach out to the non-residential sector, strategies for capturing 

recycling data, evaluation of the feasibility of commodity-specific targets for glass and plastic and for 

paper and cardboard, and funding sources for recycling.  Their researched showed that although there are 

states that require recycling, there are no states with mandatory commodity specific targets.  The class 

made several recommendations, based on their research, including: 

 

• MDE should develop a marketing/communications/outreach plan identifying the right mix of 

tools, including social media, to reach a wide range of audiences.  MDE should consider 

updating/revising its recycling website to be more user friendly.  MDE should consider what 

motivates the various audiences to change and provide concise, clear messages targeted to 

those specific audiences. 

• Recycling education programs should be “participatory ventures” involving active input of 

various stakeholders, including businesses, environmental groups, and contractors.  

Depending on the current status of county recycling programs, MDE should consider 

providing information directly to stakeholders or through local governments.  Businesses 

should be encouraged to recycle more and be given tools to implement new recycling 

programs. 

• MDE should establish the purpose of gathering non-residential solid waste and recycling data 

and the data necessary for this purpose, the businesses that would need to report, an online 



data reporting system, standardized forms for tracking data, and tools for assisting the counties 

in collecting data.  Reporting should be required for businesses or there should be incentives 

for business reporting. 

• Single stream recycling cuts collection costs and increases recycling.  However, it was 

acknowledged that not all areas of the State will be able to implement single stream recycling 

due to locations of recycling markets and the costs of getting the recyclables to the markets.  

Commodity specific markets will be difficult to effect in Maryland when many counties are, 

or are considering, utilizing single stream recycling collection. 

• Imposition of a tipping fee, or other tax on solid waste disposal, would encourage decreased 

disposal and increased recycling.  Implementation of Pay As You Throw programs would also 

encourage waste reduction because recycling is typically free with these programs.  The class 

also recommended a bottle deposit program to increase the State’s recycling budget. 

 

The JHU class report generated discussions regarding the following:  developing consistent definitions for 

reporting on recycling; ensuring that solutions look at differences between rural and urban recycling 

programs; investigating product stewardship opportunities so that the cost of recycling and disposal of 

products is part of the production of the product; engage the Department of Business and Economic 

Development (DBED) to see if DBED could encourage recycling businesses to locate in the State so that 

the recyclables will not be shipped overseas; ensure that there is sufficient waste reduction and recycling 

education as that will increase recycling more than targeting certain commodities; and increasing 

education regarding single stream recycling to reduce contamination. 

 

Hilary Miller presented a brief overview of the State’s electronics recycling program, including revenues 

to date, enforcement activities, grants, and the fact that more than 97% of the State’s population is now 

served by permanent government electronics collection facilities. 

 

 The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 p.m.  The next meeting will be held on Thursday, January 10, 2011 at 

1:30 p.m. at MDE Headquarters, 1800 Washington Boulevard, Aeris and Aqua Conference Rooms, 

Baltimore, MD 21230. 
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Trash Free Potomac Watershed Initiative Manager 

Alice Ferguson Foundation 

1367 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 420 
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Ms. Robin Davidov, Executive Director 

Northeast Maryland Waste Disposal Authority 

100 S. Charles Street, Tower II, Suite 402 

Baltimore, MD  21201 

410-333-2730 
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rdavidov@nmwda.org 

 

Mr. C. Robert Ernst, Recycling Coordinator 

Division of Environmental Affairs 

3135 Scarboro Road 

Street, MD  21154 

410-638-3417 

410-638-4019 fax 

crernst@harfordcountymd.gov 

 

Mr. Brad Heavner, State Director 

Environment Maryland 
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